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see, not what my photographs can be 

made to suggest. The result seems 

linked to the anti-style of German con

ceptual photographers such as Michael 

Schmidt and Joachim Brohm. Graham 

Smith's work, on the other hand, 

seems a cross between Bill Brandt and 

Brassai - with the former's stark equa

tion of contrasty black-and-white 

tones with personal and social depres

sion, combined with the latter's sense 

of the pub as social nexus. But Smith's 

pubs come out of Marat/Sade, an in

sane asylum of the damned seeking ob

livion by the fastest route possible. 

For Chris Killip, too, Brandt is a 

shaping influence. In the selection of 

Killip's work here, documentary 

comes to the verge of theatre, with the 

quizzical gesture, the poetic dance of 

the moment; defining the image.John 

Dayies's melancholy landscapes form 

• an apt counterpart to Killip's people. 

In them the plump, airy fullness of 

Constable's archetypical English 

countryside is replaced by drab rows of 

council housing and the ominous 

hourglass of cooling towers. Martin 

Parr's work is sardonic and understated 

and ironic - the perfect stereotype of 

British humour, so much so that 

people here, including myself, prob

ably miss ha;lf the smart and witty re

ferences to social distinctions within 

British society that they make. 

• Each of these five has developed_ a 

personal brand of documentary 

photography which is, in effe.ct, a sort 

of meditation on the possibilities and 

functions of documentary, rather than 

a confident essay in the genre. This is 

documentary stripped of its social fun

ction, framed, and made into art. 

As an American I hesitate to specu

late much about how accurately these 

pictures reflect the social makeup of 

present day Britain, but the range of • 

British life they present seems remark

ably narrow. Where are the stock

brokers, the doctors, the farmers, the 

blacks, the Asians? Along with the nos

talgia for documentary photography 

goes- in the.work ofKillip, Smith, and 

even Parr - a nostalgia for the. sim

plistic class oppositions exemplified in 

the kitchen sink.dramas of the 'S0s and 

'60s, the face-off between the public 

school upper-middle class and the her

editary workers." This is a view of Brit

ish class .society that confirms stereo-

types rather than venturing a new, 

more complicated picture. 

But where is the rest of British 

photography? Where is the politically 

analytical work of Victor Burgin, Mitra 

Tabrizian, Karen Knorr? Where are the 

Scots Calum Colvin, Ron 

O'Donnell, Andy Wiener et al.? Where 

are the _mysterious surrealist-derived 

work of Helen Chadwick, Boyd Webb, 

John Hilliard? Where are the land

scapes of Peter Fraser or Hamish Ful

ton? All of them were working during 

'the Thatcher years' - but appa_rently 

they do not fit into the narrow focus of 

the MoMA show. 

Is this show as narrow as it is out of· 

ignorance or choice? Maybe it's just 

mislabelled: perhaps it should be 

called 'Five Male Documentary/ Art 

Photographers Working in Britain 

Today' and foq~et about trying to pre

sent a full picture of British life today, 

or British photography today- or even 

British documentary photography 

today. It's still a valuable show: these 

are all important photographers, un

willing to give up the medium's qm

nection to society beyond the art 

world. Bui: the exhibition· wants to be 

more than it is, maybe, given th,e ex

igencies of exhibitions, more than it 

can hope to be. The ambition is laud

able, but the result is hollow. 

Charles Hagen 

Britislt P/zotograp/zy From t/t, Thatcher Years 

showed at New York's Museum of Modem 

Art until 28 April. 

PUfflNG PAIN 
IN THE PICTURE 
WOMEN, HEALTH & 
RE PRES ENT ATION 
ATCAMERAWORK 

It's less often what's done than how it's 

done that matters most. Few would 

argue with the premise th.at preven

tative health care is preferable to aleop-c- . 
athic 'cures'. But, along witli a host of 

dubious - and sometimes downright 

dangerous - industries that ca_pitalise 

on our well-founded fears that we take 

too little exercise and too many 

noxious substances, there goes an 

ideology that blames the victim for 

failing to 'maintain her health'. 

The question is more likely to arise 

in this form for women, since society 
>". 

has long acclimatised us to feeling cul

pable; taking the blame, assuming the 

victim's role. Since these responses 

take the form of sensations, it doesn't 

always help to recognise that serious 

diseases are far more c·ommonly viral 

or environmental in origin than self

inflicted by a 'deficient lifestyle'. Part

icularly when the serried ranks of 

advertisers, marketeers, medics and 

paramedics - and, too frequeritly, well

wishing friends and family who 'hate to 

see us suffer' :- are cin hand to tell us 

what we must have done wrong and 

should be doing right. 

Th!! beauty of.this show is tl1at it 

offers imaginative visual and verbal ex

plorations both of the 'treatment' 

meted out to in-valids (why do we have 

no satisfactory word to describe our

seives when we're ill?) and of the per

sonal experience of dis-ease. This ine

vitably involves feelings of intense 

vulnerability, hardly helped by if we're 

then told how we've 'failed' to stay 

healthy. By channelling these initially 

disorienting feelings into an excellent 

catalogue the artists and contributors 

have regained a sense of control and 

made it possible to not·only learn, but 

to create, out of the experie_nce. 

Melanie Friend and Kate Mus

selwhite look_ at peculiarly 'women's 

diseases', the menopause and cervical 

cancer. Janice Howard looks at given 

images of woman-as-healer, connect

_ing health with culture. Clare Colli

son confronts her multiple reflections 

through the prism of her illness. 

Common to all artists is a rejection of 

the value judgements and pejorative 

language common to our society. 

What arises is an imaginative assess

ment of feelings of dis-empowerment, 

of rage as much as frailty, wo~king 

through to a more balanced way of 

'putting oneself in the· picture'. 

It's no coincidence that much of the 

work relies on self-portraiture for its 

effectiveness. Clare Collison, who 

has used herself as model in a variety of 

subtle and humorous guises in more 

robust ·times, now -documents herself 

meeting her self in nude representa

tion. After all ME 'sufferers' look no 

different to anyone else. Unless that is, 

we medicalise the condition, convert 

the person into a patient and see her as 

the sum of her symptoms. In this case, 

that means as a 'sweating', 'shivering' 
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feverish merry-go-round, represented 

by a swivelling table-top. Or, as in Peel

ing Potatoes in Paradise, the eternal 

woman - post-feminist (and post

illness), hands kept busy at perennial 

kitchen tasks, denying all temporal 

tran.sformation. 

Melanie Friend deals differently 

with the question of menopause - a 

condition that, by its variability, begs 

every question. Some of the answers 

are provided by the matching of voices 

• to faces: here words are as important as 

images, and it's refreshing to find 

women answering Val Wilm.er's ap

propriately stroppy qu,estion: 'So are 

you going to have us talking about it, 

or are we just going to be being men

opausal?' Whatevei:.--the women's per

sonal testimony - and some advocate 

hormone replacement therapy as a way 

of 'regaining control' (Gill Reeve) or 

completing 23 books a year (Barbara 

Cartland); others recommend the 

strength and rebirth to be found in 

their forties, their fifties. The ac

companying portraits, all (with the ex

ception of the frothy pink confection 

that is Cartland provided by Norman 

Parkinson) against deep red or blue 

grounds, tell different and highly indi

vidualised stories. Which helps to give 

the lie to the idea that menopausal 

women undergo a kind of collective 

mental dementia, or tl1at every dis

comfort we experience is 'only' psy

chosomatic .. 

Kate Musselwhite also explores the 

borderline between guilt and respon

sibility, physical and psychological dis

ease. Along with 'cancer sufferers', she 

has reached the point where def

initions fuse and the concept of'blam

ing the patient' becomes redundant. It 

is surely both specious and academic to 

ponder the chicken-and-egg pos

sibilities of why one 'deserves to be in

flicted' with cervical cancer if the over

riding result is that you feel ill and need 

help._ What you emphatically do not 

need is a nurse informing you that 'it is 

all down to schoolgirl promiscuity', as 

one admonished me (and, when I 

asked 'what happens if that doesn't 

apply?' to be firmly told: 'Then the pat

ient is lying'). Here we are offered both 

halves of the unequal equation: a 'mag

azine', titled Media Infection/malignant 

obsessions, mixing teen-romance comic 

strips with ·headlines like, 'The Pro

blem Is Mys'elf And My Ambiguous 

Feelings'. Against this is a giant hoard

ing showing with the photograph of a 

sultry male and the - somewhat confus

ing - slogan: 'If Men Feel Comfortable 

With My Body Then So Should You.' 

Clare Collison's 

'Faith, Hope, 

Charity and 

Selfishness' 

A sideswipe at government- sponsored 

anti-AIDS packages? 

Janice How:ard also undresses her 

subject but, unlike Clare Collison's 

nudes, she lays. the outfits themselves, 

child-size and neatly fold_ed, on a head

teacher's chair. The eight chairs are 

ranged in a circle, and the nurse's uni

form gives way to a witch's cloak and 

• hat as older, more fundamental forms 

of healing are revealed. The ac

companying text is lifted from a 16th

century witchcraft trial, contrasting the 

diminutive part now awarded to 

women's healing capacities with the 

fears formerly expressed over our 

'black arts'. Not only is this a show 

which pushes back boundaries in terms 

of the ways in which we loo½ but, part

icularly if used 'with related workshops 

and events', also of the ways in which 

we think. Probably no individual has 

done more to develop the use of 

photography in self-healing than Jo 

• Spence (who also contributes to the 

catalogue). It is therefore with a great 

concern to learn about the threat to her 

health (See Jo Spence Health Fund project 

in Briefing). 

Amanda Hopkinson 
Si/mt Healtlt: Wome11, Healtlt & Representa

tio11 at Cambridge Darkroom from 2 Nov- · 

ember 
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